
























ENGINEERING TRIPOS PART IIB 2018 

COMMENTS FROM ASSESSOR’S REPORT 

MODULE 4D10, STRUCTURAL STEELWORK 
 

Question 1: axial buckling/ lateral torsional capacity 

Axial buckling in the first part contended with flexibilities of the end connections using 

hyperbolic graphs: this was a new question feature and many candidates chose not to answer 

this part, which was a straightforward substitution of “EI” values into each k1 and k2 formula, 

in order to establish a critical effective length from the charts.  Use of the standard Euler 

buckling formula was then sufficient for the critical buckling load.  The second part on 

traditional lateral torsional buckling was answered well; ideally, candidates ought to have 

considered all sections for their proximity to critical behaviour, but many guessed the correct 

section alone. 

 

Question 2: Perry-Robertson formula and implementation 

The least favourite question but answered mostly well by all.  Some did not derive the Perry-

Robertson formula from first principles: almost everyone gave clear and fully discursive 

answers for the rest of the question, which was pleasing to see. 

 

Question 3: composite floor design 

The floor slab layout and supporting beams were specified, and candidates were asked to 

calculate the ultimate live load for both ULS and SLS design; in previous years, the load was 

typically specified with candidates choosing a supporting beam.  These parts were executed 

well although some candidates forgot that only live loads mattered for the SLS assessment.  

The number of shear studs also had to be found: virtually no-one suggested pairing studs in 

each trough, when this would have reduced their overall number, but proposed solutions were 

nonetheless satisfactory. 

 

Question 4: plate girder design 

The strength and panel stability of a plate-girder portal frame was assessed.  This was 

answered well for most but typical errors included incorrect calculation of stress resultants, in 

order to find the relevant stresses, and using the wrong effective width for the top flange. 

Some candidates also assessed critical moment and shear together in view of strength and 

stability: these occurred at different positions within the structure, indeed, at maximum 

moment, there is no shear force: separate assessments for each position have to be carried out. 

 

 

K A Seffen, Second Assessor (not setter), May 2018 


